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Get the number of times a page has been visited in Opera. View the URL and title for each page.
Clear the history in Opera, and export the data to a CSV file. See the latest visited pages in Opera,
and create reports in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV. Get the number of times a page has been visited in
Opera. View the URL and title for each page. Clear the history in Opera, and export the data to a
CSV file. See the latest visited pages in Opera, and create reports in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV.
What's new in this version: Added a way to have the history folder extracted from the Opera
application. It has been made into a Windows Shortcut. Added a way to have the history folder
extracted from the Opera application. It has been made into a Windows Shortcut. Fix an issue with
the last visited page in Opera. Fix an issue with the number of visits. Show all website plugins at the
top of the website, and not only the default plugins. Added a way to have the history folder extracted
from the Opera application. It has been made into a Windows Shortcut. Fix an issue with the last
visited page in Opera. Fix an issue with the number of visits. Show all website plugins at the top of
the website, and not only the default plugins. Added a way to have the history folder extracted from
the Opera application. It has been made into a Windows Shortcut. Fix an issue with the last visited
page in Opera. Fix an issue with the number of visits. Show all website plugins at the top of the
website, and not only the default plugins. Read our review on: The Best Opera History Viewer For
Windows 10 Crack View this beautiful free app that offers a wonderful way to increase your
understanding of the entire planet, and help make the world a better place. Using a simple drag-and-
drop interface, your task is to place dots on a globe that will then be connected together using lines
of various colors. To make things interesting, the app will give you options to colorize your lines to
make them appear in various colors, be they red, blue, green, yellow or orange. Discover the beauty
of the Earth Drawing tools include pen, pencil, erase, colorizer and bold, with which you can make
your lines bold or increase the thickness of them. The best part of using this app is that you can
decide
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Opera History Viewer is a simplistic piece of software that can reveal visited pages in the Opera web
browser as well as the number of visits for each page. It comes packed with a handful of options and
gives you the possibility to save the Opera history to file for later inspection and safekeeping. Clear
browser history in Opera Returning to the program itself, after indicating the correct location to the
Opera history file, the tool displays the URL and title, together with the count, date and time of visits
for each webpage. If you right-click a selected entry, you can launch it in Opera. Also, selected
entries or everything can be removed if you wish you clear browser history. Neatly structured
reports can be generated in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV format with all shown info. Opera History
Viewer is a simplistic piece of software that can reveal visited pages in the Opera web browser as
well as the number of visits for each page. It comes packed with a handful of options and gives you
the possibility to save the Opera history to file for later inspection and safekeeping. Clear browser
history in Opera Returning to the program itself, after indicating the correct location to the Opera
history file, the tool displays the URL and title, together with the count, date and time of visits for
each webpage. If you right-click a selected entry, you can launch it in Opera. Also, selected entries
or everything can be removed if you wish you clear browser history. Neatly structured reports can
be generated in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV format with all shown info. Opera History Viewer is a
simplistic piece of software that can reveal visited pages in the Opera web browser as well as the
number of visits for each page. It comes packed with a handful of options and gives you the
possibility to save the Opera history to file for later inspection and safekeeping. Clear browser
history in Opera Returning to the program itself, after indicating the correct location to the Opera
history file, the tool displays the URL and title, together with the count, date and time of visits for
each webpage. If you right-click a selected entry, you can launch it in Opera. Also, selected entries
or everything can be removed if you wish you clear browser history. Neatly structured reports can
be generated in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV format with all shown info. Clear browser history in Opera
Returning to the program itself 2edc1e01e8
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Allows you to assign keyboard shortcuts for powerful actions in Opera and Opera Mini. You can
configure Opera for using or creating shortcuts for browser commands, the AutoComplete feature,
Magnifier, the tab, and more. Cons: The lack of a license file and a license key in the executable file
is frustrating. And for that very reason, you cannot open the file with any type of program or remove
the trial limitation. Bottom Line: With Opera KeyMacro, you can easily assign keyboard shortcuts for
Opera features, including opening the browser, autocompletion, and more. The free trial version
provides an easy way to experience Opera without the cost. Power-Saving Features with Tab-Closing
Speed PCMag - December 19, 2015 According to a recent analysis by ExtremeTech, Opera 12 for
iOS is the best performing browser when it comes to power consumption. Compared to Chrome,
Firefox, and Safari, it finished second in speed and first in battery savings. The browser uses more
RAM than other browsers but that's because it has more features. But you don't have to be limited to
iOS. Opera 12 is available for Android, Windows, macOS, Linux, and even Amazon Fire devices.
Opens all installed browsers when launched Opens new browser sessions with a command You can
open a new browser session with the Opera keystroke, and this will automatically open the default
browser, or a new browser that you have defined. For example, you can open browser A with the and
browser B with, to open the default browser and the new browser, respectively. The number of tabs
in the browser can be reduced by closing the tabs that are not being used. Speed and Performance
PCMag - December 19, 2015 Opera 12 for iOS allows you to switch between open tabs without
leaving the current page. The browser is fast. Opens all installed browsers when launched, opens
new browser sessions with a keystroke, and opens a new browser when you press. Opera is also very
fast. With 8 tabs, Opera 12 for iOS was the fastest browser in tests of speed and performance by
PCMag. The browser finished second in speed and first in battery savings. The browser used more
RAM than other browsers but that's because it has more features. It should be noted that Opera isn't
quite as speedy on older devices with older processors. For comparison, we used a iPhone 4s, which
is a
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What's New In Opera History Viewer?

Opera History Viewer is a simplistic piece of software that can reveal visited pages in the Opera web
browser as well as the number of visits for each page. It comes packed with a handful of options and
gives you the possibility to save the Opera history to file for later inspection and safekeeping. Main
features Includes a wizard to show you how to locate your Opera history file. Allows you to view your
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Opera history. Installs in 1/2/3/4 clicks! Let you easily delete the Opera history. Generate detailed
reports in HTML, XML, TXT or CSV format. Opera History Viewer is a simplistic piece of software
that can reveal visited pages in the Opera web browser as well as the number of visits for each page.
It comes packed with a handful of options and gives you the possibility to save the Opera history to
file for later inspection and safekeeping. View the past visited pages in Opera and the number of
visits Following a fast setup operation that shouldn't give you any trouble, you're welcomed by a
simple interface made from one window that shows all options put at your disposal. Unfortunately,
Opera History Viewer is not capable of detecting the Opera installation in order to automatically
retrieve the history data. Instead, it's necessary to point out to the history file (or just the folder
containing the file) yourself. This becomes an issue for users looking for a way to recover the Opera
history information with the click of a button. In this case, it's easier to view the past visited pages
within the web browser using its integrated settings. Clear browser history in Opera Returning to
the program itself, after indicating the correct location to the Opera history file, the tool displays the
URL and title, together with the count, date and time of visits for each webpage. If you right-click a
selected entry, you can launch it in Opera. Also, selected entries or everything can be removed if you
wish you clear browser history. Neatly structured reports can be generated in HTML, XML, TXT or
CSV format with all shown info. Create reports with the Opera history Unsurprisingly, Opera History
Viewer left a small footprint on system resources consumption. It worked without error in our tests,
and we haven't experienced any compatibility issues with the latest Opera or Windows version.
Except for the fact that it's necessary to manually specify the location of the Opera history file, the
app comes in handy to Opera users. Opera History Viewer is a simplistic piece of software that can
reveal visited pages in the Opera web browser as well as the number of visits for each page. It
comes packed with a handful of options and gives you the possibility to save the Opera history to file
for later inspection and safekeeping. View the past visited pages in Opera and the number of



System Requirements:

Windows 7 64bit or Windows 8 64bit with minimum 1.4 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM 1366 x 768
resolution Desura Linux 64bit 1.5 GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM Humble Bundle Linux 64bit 1 GHz CPU
and 1 GB RAM Mac OSX Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 @ 2.13GHz 4 GB RAM NVIDIA GeForce 320M with
2 GB RAM 1024 x 768 resolution Changelog: Version 1.3.
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